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BCCOMICS is based on the linear perturbation 

theory including the mode-mode coupling terms, 

and generates cosmological initial conditions for 

the SPH-basded code GADGET and the 

AMR-based code ENZO. We also present our 

preliminary result on the cosmic variance of the 

first galaxy formation, studied by using 

BCCOMICS.

[  GC-19] Formation of globular clusters in 

cosmological radiation hydrodynamic 

simulation

Sukyoung K. Yi1 , Taysun Kimm2 

1Yonsei University, 2University of Cambridge

This is a presentation of the paper published as 

Kimm et al. 2016, ApJ, 823, 52. We investigate the 

formation of metal-poor globular clusters (GCs) at 

the center of two dark matter halos with Mhalo∼

4×107Msun at z>10 using cosmological 

radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. We find that 

very compact (≲1 pc) and massive (∼6×105Msun) 

clusters form rapidly when pristine gas collapses 

isothermally with the aid of efficient Lyα emission 

during the transition from molecular-cooling halos 

to atomic-cooling halos. Because the local free-fall 

time of dense star-forming gas is very short (<< 

1Myr), a large fraction of the collapsed gas is 

turned into stars before stellar feedback processes 

blow out the gas and shut down star formation. 

Although the early stage of star formation is 

limited to a small region of the central 

star-forming disk, we find that the disk quickly 

fragments due to metal enrichment from 

supernovae. Sub-clusters formed in the 

fragmented clouds eventually merge with the main 

cluster at the center. The simulated clusters 

closely resemble the local GCs in mass and size 

but show a metallicity spread that is much wider 

than found in the local GCs. We discuss a role of 

pre-enrichment by Pop III and II stars as a 

potential solution to the latter issue. Although not 

without shortcomings, it is encouraging that a 

naive blind (not tuned) cosmological simulation 

presents a possible channel for the formation of at 

least some massive GCs.

천문우주 관측기술
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Performance with KVN

Dawoon Jung1,2, Young-Jong Sohn1, Do-Young 

Byun2,3, and Taehyun Jung2,3
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In mm-VLBI, the quality of observation data is 

largely affected by atmospheric effect. The most 

challenging matter is that the phase of correlator 

output fluctuates rapidly resulting from a variation 

of atmospheric propagation delay. Consequently, it 

is demanding to achieve high Signal-to-Noise ratio 

by integrating data in time domain before 

calibrating atmospheric delay. However, Korean 

VLBI Network (KVN) has a unique system to make 

a 4-frequency (22/43/86/129 GHz) simultaneous 

observation in mm-wavelength and Frequency 

Phase Transfer (FPT) calibration technique has 

effectively removed atmospheric delay in the 

simultaneous multi-frequency observation of the 

KVN.  

  For astrometric and astrophysical studies, we 

evaluated the FPT performance of KVN　 in 

various observing conditions. Using the total 38 

bright AGNs, we have compared atmospheric 

conditions such as ground-based weather 

information, system temperature, atmospheric 

delay with the calibration results of FPT at 

22/43/86/129 GHz during the five experiments in 

2013, and quantified its performance in terms of 

coherence function and Allan variance. We 

present the analysis result of the relation between 

the FPT performance and observing conditions.

[  AT-02] Development of Error 

Compensation Software, ECS

Tae-Geun Ji1, Soojong Pak1, Geon-Hee Kim2, 

Byeongjoon Jeong2, Sanghyuk Kim1, Hye-In Lee1

1School of Space Research, Kyung Hee University, 
Korea, 2Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI) 

ECS(Error Compensation Software)는 알루미  

곡  사경  상 도  향상시키  해 개  

보 가공 프트웨어 다. DTM(Diamond Turning 

Machine)  용한 가공공 에  가공 차  변  

게 하  상  보 할  도  계 었다. 보 가

공 공  (1) 10차 다항식  용하여  계한 후 

DTM에 할 가공경  계산, (2) DTM에 가공경  

하여 가공, (3) 3차원  상  장비  사경  

가공 차 , (4) 가공 차  보 하여 새 운 10차 다

항식 계, (5) 보 가공경  계산 후 재가공  루어

진다. 그동안  공  다항식  계, 가공경  계산, 

사경  가공 차  해 다  프 그램들  실행

해야만 했다. 본 연 에 는 ECS가 알루미  곡  
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사경 작  한 통합 보 가공 프트웨어  공하여, 

사용 가 작업  효  행하  한다.

[  AT-03] Concept Design of a K-GMT 

Fiber-fed Multi-Object Spectroscopy

Sungwook E. Hong ( 욱)1, Changbom Park 

( 창범)1, Haeun Chung ( 하 )1,2

1School of Physics, Korea Institute for Advanced 
Study (고등과학원 리학 ), 2Department of Physics 
and Astronomy, Seoul National University 
( 울 학  리천 학 )

2022  가동 는 거  마  망원경(GMT)  1시

간 출  I 필  24등  상  어 운 천체도 할  

 것  상 ,  경우 10  지  시계 안에 3

천 개 상   가능한 천체가 재하게 다.  

GMT  가장 효  사용하는 법  하  항 에 

한 시야  탐사  행하는 것 다.  해 는 

한 에 여러 곳에 재하는 천 개  천체  동시에 

할  는  다천체 가 필요하지만, 재

지 안  GMT  1   에 는  동시에 만

하는 가 없다. 본 에 는 가시  역  

 13  연결하여 2천 개  천체  동시에 하는 

 개  계  안하고, 재 고 는 다  다

천체  과  비  행한다.

[  AT-04] Status of the MIRIS Data 

Reduction and Analysis

Jeonghyun Pyo1, Il-Joong Kim1, Woong-Seob 

Jeong1,2, Dae-Hee Lee1, Bongkon Moon1, Youngsik 

Park1, Sung-Joon Park1, Won-Kee Park1, Duk-Hang 

Lee2, Uk-Won Nam1, Wonyong Han1,2, Kwang-Il 

Seon1,2, Toshio Matsumoto3, Min Gyu Kim1,4, Hyung 

Mok Lee4
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2University of Science & Technology, 3ISAS/JAXA, 
Japan, 4Seoul National University

MIRIS (Multi-purpose InfraRed Imaging System) 

is a compact near-infrared space telescope 

launched in 2013 November as the main payload of 

STSAT-3 (Science and Technology Satellite 3).  The 

main missions of MIRIS are 1) the Paα line survey 

along the Galactic plane, 2) the large area (∼

10°×10°) surveys of three pole regions (north 

ecliptic pole, and north and south Galactic poles), 

and 3) the monitoring observations toward the 

north ecliptic pole.  MIRIS started observations for 

the main missions in 2014 March and finished in 

2015 May.  While MIRIS was taking the observation 

data and afterward, we are continuing the analysis 

of data.  Based on the results from analysis, the 

data reduction pipeline has been revised.  In this 

talk, we introduce the revised version of the MIRIS 

data reduction pipeline and the status of the data 

reduction and anlaysis.

[  AT-05] Korean Contribution to All-Sky 

Near-infrared Spectro-Photometric Survey

Woong-Seob Jeong1,2, Jeonghyun Pyo1, Sung-Joon 

Park1, Bongkon Moon1, Dae-Hee Lee1, Won-Kee 

Park1, Duk-Hang Lee1,2, Kyeongyeon Ko1,2, Il-Joong 

Kim1, Minjin Kim1,2, Yujin Yang1, Jongwan Ko1, 

Yong-Seon Song1, Young Sam Yu1, Myungshin Im3, 

Hyung Mok Lee3, Jeong-Eun Lee4, Hyunjin Shim5, 

Toshio Matsumoto1,6, SPHEREx Korean 

Consortium1,2,3,4,5,6,7
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The SPEHREx (Spectro-Photometer for the 

History of the Universe Epoch of Reionization, and 

Ices Explorer) is one of the candidates for the 

Astrophysical Small Explore mission of the NASA 

proposed together with KASI (PI Institute: Caltech). 

It will perform an all-sky near-infrared spectral 

survey to probe the origin of the Universe and 

water in the planetary systems and to explore the 

evolution of galaxies. The SPHEREx is designed to 

cover wide field of view of 3.5 x 7 deg. as well as 

wide spectral range from 0.7 to 4.8μm by using 

four linear variable filters. The SPHEREx is under 

the Phase-A study to finalize the conceptual design 

and test plan of the instrument. The international 

partner, KASI will contribute to the SPHEREx in the 

hardware as well as the major science cases. The 

final selection will be made in the early 2017. Here, 

we report the current status of the SPHEREx 

mission.

성간물질
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